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MR Imaging of Familial Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease: A Blinded and Controlled Study
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The E200K mutation of the PRNP (prion protein) gene is the most

common cause of familial Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (fCJD), which has imaging and clinical features
that are similar to the sporadic form. The purpose of this study was to conduct a controlled and blinded
evaluation of the sensitivity and specificity of MR imaging in this unique population.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: We compared the MR imaging characteristics of 15 early stage familial

CJD patients (age, 60 ⫾ 7 years) with a group of 22 healthy subjects from the same families (age, 61 ⫾
8 years). MR imaging included diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), T2-weighted fast spin-echo imaging,
and a fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence. The scans were rated for abnormalities by
an experienced neuroradiologist blind to diagnosis, group assignment, age, and sex.
RESULTS: Thirteen of 15 fCJD subjects had abnormal MR imaging. FLAIR signal intensity abnormality
in the caudate or putamen nuclei demonstrated a sensitivity of 87% and specificity of 91%. DWI
abnormality in the caudate nucleus showed a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 100%. Abnormalities in the thalamus (6 patients), cingulate gyrus (6 patients), frontal lobes (4 patients), and occipital
lobes (3 patients) were best detected with DWI. No signal intensity abnormalities were demonstrated
in the cerebellum. T2-weighted and T1-weighted sequences were uninformative.
CONCLUSIONS: FLAIR and DWI abnormalities in the caudate nucleus and putamen offer the best
sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing fCJD. Our findings support recent recommendations that MR
imaging should be added to the diagnostic evaluation of CJD.

C

reutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) is the most common human prion disease. It is a rare neurodegenerative disorder
that is progressive and invariably fatal, with nearly 90% of
patients dying within 1 year of diagnosis.1 CJD occurs in approximately 1 person per 1 million people per year worldwide.1 The most common form is sporadic CJD (sCJD), which
occurs randomly without a known risk factor and accounts for
85%-90% of cases. Familial or hereditary CJD (fCJD), seen in
5%-10% of cases, is caused by mutations in the gene that controls formation of the normal prion protein on chromosome
20.1 The most common pathogenic mutation is the E200K
mutation. The risk of fCJD is transmitted in an autosomal
dominant inheritance pattern, with nearly 100% penetrance.2
The imaging findings in sCJD typically consist of cortical
atrophy and hyperintensities in the basal ganglia, thalamus,
and cortex on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)
and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI).3-13 fCJD has imaging
findings and neuropathology that are, in general, similar to the
most common forms of sCJD; however, most imaging studies
on fCJD consist primarily of case reports or studies focused on
sCJD that combine a few fCJD patients into a single CJD patient sample.8,14-22 fCJD studies are limited not only by small
sample sizes but also by nonstandardized imaging protocols
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and clinical and pathophysiologic heterogeneity. The complex
interactions with disease duration and cognitive and neurologic severity have also made it difficult to interpret studies,
especially because the sample sizes are small.23
To address the difficulties of clinical research in this area,
we initiated a study of fCJD occurring among Libyan Jews
living in Israel that is caused by familial transmission of the
E200K mutation.24-26 In a preliminary report, it was demonstrated that 4 patients with fCJD due to the E200K mutation
had gray matter atrophy and decreased apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in the basal ganglia. Signal intensity hyperintensities were seen in the basal ganglia and thalamus with
FLAIR and DWI.27 The sample size in that study was insufficient to calculate sensitivity and specificity. Here we describe a
rigorously blinded and controlled evaluation of MR imaging
findings in a larger number of fCJD patients.
Methods
Patients and Control Subjects
This analysis includes the first MR studies obtained in 39 consecutive
subjects who met the inclusion criteria (below). There were 17 subjects with the E200K mutation who were diagnosed clinically with
fCJD and 22 healthy control subjects from the same families.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the subjects (here denoted
group S, patients) included a clinical diagnosis of CJD and the presence of the E200K mutation. The clinical diagnosis of CJD is an evolving field, and newer CSF markers and MR imaging criteria will probably by added soon.28 Our criteria are consistent with the
conventional World Health Organization definitions and required
that the subjects have rapidly progressive neurologic dysfunction and
behavioral changes of less than 2 years of duration with at least 2 of the
following features being present at some point during their illness:
dementia, myoclonus, visual or cerebellar symptoms, pyramidal or
extrapyramidal dysfunction, or akinetic mutism. The relevant E200K

mutation (prion protein gene, PRNP 20pter-p12) characteristic of
fCJD in this ethnic group24,29 was determined for all of the subjects by
methods described previously.2 Two of the 17 fCJD patients were
excluded from the current analysis because their first MR imaging was
obtained in the process of conversion from healthy to symptomatic,
and it was unclear whether they met clinical criteria for a diagnosis of
CJD at that point in time. One of these 2 subjects converted to a full
CJD pattern 3 months later, and the second subject died before a
follow-up MR image could be obtained. In the remaining 15 subjects
composing the patient group, 14 were followed to death to confirm
the diagnosis, and 1 subject remains alive. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the controls were as follows: age greater than or equal
to 50 years to have age-matched groups, healthy by history, medical
and neurologic examination, and neuropsychologic testing, belong to
a family with known members who carried the E200K mutation, and
no significant history of drug or alcohol abuse.
Neurologic examination included the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMS)30 and a structured semiquantitative checklist of symptom severity by the CJD Rating Scale (CRS), which was designed
specifically to quantify CJD symptoms.31 The CRS screens for the
presence of positive neurologic signs and symptoms of the visual and
oculomotor, brain stem, cerebellar, pyramidal, extrapyramidal, and
spinal and peripheral systems.

Imaging

The data for each subject were deidentified and randomized. The data
were in a DICOM format and were analyzed by using DICOM viewing software.32 An experienced rater (R.K.F.) blinded to subject identity and diagnosis evaluated the T1-weighted images, T2-weighted
images, FLAIR images, DWI images, and ADC maps.8 Each sequence
was evaluated separately to determine the presence or absence of signal intensity abnormalities in the brain. The judgment of signal intensity was made relative to uninvolved tissue and was graded as being
normal or abnormal.
For each of the 5 imaging sequences, 61 brain regions were evaluated in the cerebrum, midbrain, pons, and cerebellum. The brain

Radiologic severity was defined as the sum of abnormal ratings based
on signal intensity changes across all of the regions and sequences. A
contingency analysis with the 2 test evaluated the sensitivity and
specificity of the imaging sequences for each brain region, with the
significance determined by the likelihood ratio method. The 2 test is
a standard statistical method to assess the distribution of a categoric
response variable Y as conditioned by the values of a categoric factor
X. In this study, the 2 test evaluates whether the frequency of the
diagnostic groups (CJD versus control) is different due to the presence or absence of abnormal MR imaging signal intensity in a given
structure.

Results
The final samples were well matched for age (61 ⫾ 8 years
for patients; 60 ⫾ 7 years for controls) and did not differ
significantly in sex distribution (45% women among controls; 27% women among patients; P ⫽ .24). MR imaging
was acquired early in the course of disease: the mean duration from onset of first symptom to examination was 8 ⫾ 15
months, including 1 patient of unusually long duration
(case 2007, see below). Without this patient, mean duration
was 4 ⫾ 5 months, with 50% of the patients seen within 3
months of onset.
The contingency analysis demonstrated that MR imaging is
sensitive to fCJD caused by the E200K mutation (on-line Table). Twenty of the 61 brain regions demonstrated significant
differences between CJD subjects and controls in one of these
regions on at least one of the imagining sequences. These regions included the frontal lobe gray matter, frontal lobe white
matter, parietal lobe gray matter, occipital lobe gray matter,
occipital lobe white matter, cingulate gyrus gray matter, hippocampus, insula, caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus,
and thalamus (Fig 1). The brain regions involved in the highest
percentage of fCJD cases in any single sequence were as follows: the caudate nuclei with FLAIR (12 subjects, 80%), the
caudate nuclei with DWI (11 subjects, 73%), the putamen
with DWI (10 subjects, 67%), the putamen with FLAIR (9
subjects, 60%), the thalamus with DWI (6 subjects, 40%), and
the cingulate gyrus with DWI (6 subjects, 40%). Imaging findings in cortical gray matter were best detected with DWI and
were seen in the frontal gray matter (4 subjects, 27%) and the
occipital gray matter (3 subjects, 20%). There were no signal
intensity abnormalities in the cerebellum that differentiated
fCJD patients and control subjects. fCJD subjects had some
degree of atrophy, though cortical and ventricular volumes
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 29:1638 – 43 兩 Oct 2008 兩 www.ajnr.org
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Image Analysis

Statistical Analysis

BRAIN

MR images were performed on a 1.5T Signa Excite MR system (GE
Healthcare, Waukesha, Wis) by using a standard quadrature head
coil. Sequences included a rapid scout, followed by DWI using a single-shot, echo-planar, spin-echo sequence acquired in the axial-oblique plane with parameters of TR 5000 ms, TE 85 ms, FOV of 24 cm,
and imaging matrix of 128 ⫻ 128, with b-values of 0 s/mm2 (T2weighted image) and 1000 s/mm2 along 3 orthogonal directions, and
3-mm contiguous sections resulting in 48 sections. The average DWI
image was calculated as the mean of the individual signal intensities in
each of the 3 orthogonal diffusion vector directions. An ADC map (in
units of m2/s) was constructed automatically from the average DWI
image and the T2-weighted image (b ⫽ 0) by standard formulas.16 A
FLAIR sequence had parameters of TR 9000 ms, TE 120 ms, and TI
2200 ms, and a T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE) sequence had parameters of TR 4000 ms, TE 90 ms, and an echo-train length of 9. Both
the FLAIR and FSE sequences were acquired in the axial-oblique
plane and had a FOV of 24 cm, an imaging matrix of 256 ⫻ 256,
3-mm-thick sections with a 3-mm gap, and 24 sections that were a
positioned so that their centers coincided with every other DWI section. A T1-weighted 3D spoiled gradient-recalled sequence was performed with parameters of TR 28 ms, TE 6 ms, flip angle 40°, 256 ⫻
256 matrix, and 104 sections that were 1.5 mm thick.

regions were as follows: the gray matter and subcortical white matter
in each cerebral lobe (frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital) and in
the cingulate gyrus; the insula, hippocampus, and amygdala; the caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, putamen, thalamus, and hypothalamus; the corpus callosum, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, superior
longitudinal fasciculus, and fronto-occipital fasciculus; the anterior,
genu, and posterior limbs of the internal capsule; the anterior, middle,
and posterior aspects of the corona radiata; the cerebellar hemispheres and the cerebellar peduncles; and the pons, midbrain, and
corpus callosum. Structures that were in both hemispheres were considered to be separate brain regions. For example, the right frontal
gray matter was considered to be a separate region from the left frontal gray matter.

Fig 1. Representative imaging findings on FLAIR, DWI, and ADC sequences in 3 different subjects with familial CJD. In A (fCJD 1), signal intensity abnormality involves the caudate nucleus,
putamen, and thalamus, bilaterally. B (fCJD 2) demonstrates abnormal signal intensity primarily in the left caudate nucleus. In C (fCJD 3), there is involvement of both caudate nuclei, right
greater than left, right cingulate gyrus, and right frontal lobe.

were not quantified in this study. Two of 15 fCJD patients did
not demonstrate signal intensity abnormalities on MR imaging in this blind analysis (except mild atrophy) and were considered to be false-negative by MR criteria (Fig 2, see Discussion). In 2 control subjects, the signal intensity changes seen in
the caudate, putamen, and thalamus were focal areas of hyperintensity most consistent with small-vessel ischemic disease
and lacunar infarcts.
The best discrimination between fCJD patients and control subjects was obtained by considering FLAIR in the right
1640
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or left caudate nucleus or right or left putamen (on-line
Table). Using this measure, sensitivity was 87% (13 of 15
subjects), and specificity was 91%. The second best measure, FLAIR in either the right or left caudate nucleus,
yielded a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 100%. DWI
also demonstrated good discrimination between the
groups, reaching a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of
100% in the combined caudate and putamen. T2-weighted
and T1-weighted sequences demonstrated relatively low
sensitivity (range of 0%–53%).

Fig 2. This subject (fCJD 4, case 2012) was rated as normal by FLAIR and DWI and was
considered to be a false-negative by MR criteria (see Discussion). The ADC images (not
shown) appeared normal.

Discussion
This study was the first to use blind ratings and healthy, agematched control subjects from the same families to determine
the MR imaging findings in a relatively large number of subjects with fCJD caused by the E200K mutation. Using FLAIR
and DWI, our study determined that up to 87% of fCJD subjects have abnormal MR studies. The brain regions most frequently involved (in descending order) were the caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus, cingulate gyrus, and cerebral
cortex. fCJD was optimally detected by FLAIR and DWI signal
intensity hyperintensity in the caudate nucleus and putamen.
FLAIR hyperintensity in the caudate or putamen resulted in a
sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 78%. DWI signal intensity abnormality in the caudate yielded a sensitivity of 73% and
a specificity of 100%. Retrospective investigations (see below)
suggest even better discrimination than these rigorous figures.
Previous imaging studies of fCJD consist mainly of case
reports and encompass fCJD patients with a variety of point
mutations, not just the type seen in E200K cases.15-19 A collaborative surveillance project of genetic prion cases indicated
that approximately 50% of a small number (not specified) of
patients with fCJD due to the E200K mutation had abnormal

MR images, but specific imaging results were not described.33
There are also larger imaging studies focused on sCJD that
combined a few fCJD patients with sCJD patients into a single
subject group but report the MR findings of the combined
sample.8,20-22 The case reports on fCJD describe a spectrum of
MR findings, with various degrees of basal ganglia, thalamic,
and cortical involvement. Although the number of fCJD cases
reported in the literature is small and limits the ability to rigorously compare results, the distributions of abnormal FLAIR
and DWI signal intensity changes that we describe are consistent with the past case reports. Our results, along with the
previous reports of fCJD, also suggest that the imaging findings in fCJD are in general similar to those seen in
sCJD.5,15,17,19-22,33,34 These results are consistent with fCJD
having clinical and neuropathologic features seen in the most
common molecular subtype of sCJD, which is the MM1
subtype.14
The basal ganglia signal intensity changes are important
markers for CJD. This area of the brain is usually abnormal
more than any other region, though the distribution of signal
intensity changes can vary across cases and can differ within an
individual over time.8,11,19,35 That FLAIR and DWI are the best
sequences to use in evaluation of fCJD supports previous studies of sCJD.21,22,36,37 In one study of sCJD patients with an
average symptom duration of 12 months at the time of MR
imaging, DWI and FLAIR were 91% sensitive, 95% specific,
and 94% accurate in diagnosing sCJD.22 Without FLAIR or
DWI sequences, sensitivity and specificity of MR imaging were
63% and 88%, respectively.38 FLAIR and DWI sequences
should be used in any imaging investigation of CJD.
MR signal intensity abnormality in the cortex was present
in up to 24% of fCJD patients in our study but was not seen in
the cerebellum. The percentage of cortical involvement is
similar to the percentage reported by other studies of sCJD,
which ranges from 24% to 45%.22,37 DWI and FLAIR sequences were best at detecting the cortical signal intensity
changes corresponding with previous reports on the use of
these 2 imaging sequences.21,22,36,37,39 Cortical signal intensity
hyperintensity can change over time, however, and might
not be detected unless careful serial imaging is performed.8,11
Furthermore, when using cortical DWI and FLAIR hyperintensity for diagnostic purposes, it must be kept in mind that
the insula and cingulate can normally have an increased signal
intensity that is probably due to the cytoarchitecture of these
regions.22,35,40,41
Thalamic hyperintensity is often associated with variant
CJD (vCJD), but it is not unique to it. Signal intensity abnormality in the thalamus was seen in 40% of fCJD cases in our
study and is also seen in sCJD.37,42,43 In vCJD, the thalamic
signal intensity on FLAIR is generally believed to be brighter or
of greater magnitude compared with the signal intensity of the
caudate and putamen.44 In sCJD, the thalamic signal intensity
is felt to be equal or lower in magnitude compared with the
caudate and putamen. We did not directly compare the signal
intensity of abnormal regions with other abnormal regions,
but, in general, the thalamic signal intensity seen in the fCJD
subjects in our study more closely resembled the sCJD pattern.
The pathologic basis of the abnormal signal intensity seen
on MR is not completely known. It is believed to result from
gliosis, spongiform degeneration, or accumulation of the abAJNR Am J Neuroradiol 29:1638 – 43 兩 Oct 2008 兩 www.ajnr.org
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normal prion protein or from a combination of these factors.
FLAIR hyperintensity was correlated with gliosis detected on
pathologic evaluation.4,45 Another study reported that abnormal prion protein was associated with the increased signal
intensity.46 With DWI, spongiform degeneration was confirmed histologically in patients with decreased water diffusion in the basal ganglia.16 Accumulation of the abnormal
prion protein also corresponded with signal intensity hyperintensities seen on DWI.46 A case report of DWI correlation
with histology found reduced ADC values in all of the regions
with histologic alterations, but there was no correlation between ADC and spongiosis, neuronal loss, or gliosis.47 DWI
might be sensitive to functional changes that are not recognized on histology, as evidenced by a study reporting that abnormal DWI changes were lateralized to a hemisphere, though
a subsequent autopsy revealed no asymmetric findings.12
ADC maps alone were not helpful in visually detecting abnormal signal intensity. ADC maps are best used in quantitative analyses of water diffusion rates in tissue. For example, a
previous report using a region of interest analysis of diffusion
changes in the basal ganglia demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in ADC values in the putamen in subjects with
fCJD.27 ADC maps can also help confirm if the DWI signal
intensity changes are due to a decreased rate of water diffusion
or are a result of both a decreased rate of water diffusion and
increased T2 signal intensity.
Our blind ratings failed to identify typical MR signal intensity abnormalities in 2 patients diagnosed with fCJD. Both
subjects were relatively young. The first (case 2007) was a 53year-old woman with an unusually long history of 4 years and
significant psychiatric symptoms, including brothers and a
child being diagnosed as schizophrenic. The long clinical history and the overlying psychiatric symptoms made diagnosis
difficult, though she was positive for the E200K mutation and
had high CSF  levels. On MR, the subject had atrophy and
subtle signal intensity hyperintensity in the corona radiata bilaterally. Three years before this examination, a diagnosis of
Alzheimer disease was considered. On retrospective evaluation, we quantified the changes of brain morphology in this
patient between her initial MR imaging scan (analyzed in the
current study) and another scan obtained 3 years later. The
analysis used the high dimensional warping tool provided by
SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, United Kingdom, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) to
warp the initial scan to match the subsequent scan as close as
possible. The amount of regional contraction was extracted
from the deformation field by taking the Jacobian determinant
at each point.48 The results demonstrated that maximal atrophy occurred in the hippocampal formation, as is typical in
Alzheimer disease. Although she was diagnosed as having
fCJD for our prospective study, which resulted in a false-negative rating by MR, the negative MR findings in our results, the
retrospective MR volume analyses, and the clinical course suggest that this patient may have been misdiagnosed as having
fCJD, because she is still alive and no autopsy or biopsy data
are available. Thus, the MR ratings in our study might be more
appropriately considered to be true-negative, as her clinical
and imaging data are not consistent with fCJD.
The second negative subject (case 2012, fCJD 4 in Fig 2) was
a 54-year-old woman with a 6-month history that started with
1642
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sleep disturbances and chronic fatigue. At the time of examination she was cognitively intact (MMS 27/30) but displayed
central deafness and other severe neurologic symptoms, many
of presumed cerebellar and brain stem origin.49 This subject
only had mild atrophy on MR (Fig 2). However, on retrospective examination of DTI trace-weighted images (which we had
started to acquire but did not use in the current study), a
typical pattern of hyperintense caudate and pulvinar was seen
bilaterally. This finding suggests that DTI might offer improved accuracy compared with DWI in the evaluation of
CJD.50,51
Most studies of larger numbers of CJD subjects have a small
percentage of cases that are negative on MR imaging.21,22,52
There are several possible explanations for the false-negative
MR results. As noted above, imaging findings can evolve during the course of the disease,8,11 suggesting that serial imaging
is important if the initial MR examination is negative. Patient
motion can also obscure subtle findings, though DWI is usually robust. Furthermore, at least one of our false-negative
subjects was cognitively intact with primarily cerebellar symptoms, and preliminary evidence suggests that the cerebellum
might appear normal in nonquantitative MR imaging even in the
presence of documented cerebellar symptoms.51
There were several limitations to our study. A single rater
was used, which could lead to bias, though our design used
completely blinded ratings, and the sensitivity and specificity
that we report are in line with previous studies, suggesting that
bias was minimal. Our analysis included the first MR examination and did not have serial imaging to help determine how
signal intensity abnormalities evolve. The fCJD subjects were
not imaged at the same time in the course of their illness,
which could account for variability in the imaging findings.
Quantitative methods were not used to assess signal intensity
changes, and histologic correlation was not available, though
14 of 15 patients were followed until death to confirm the
diagnosis. The sample size was relatively small, making it difficult to extrapolate our findings; however, given the rarity of
fCJD, this is the largest imaging study to date of a homogenous
sample of familial, or genetic, CJD cases.
Conclusions
Caudate and putamen signal intensity abnormality on FLAIR
and DWI optimally differentiated fCJD patients from control
subjects. MR imaging did not detect cerebellar abnormalities
in fCJD subjects. The relatively high sensitivity and specificity
that we report under strictly controlled and blinded conditions support the diagnostic use of MR imaging in fCJD.
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